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Abstract. This article considers the use of magnetic pulses to inject transient faults into the calculations of a RISC micro-controller running the AES algorithm. A magnetic coil is used to generate the pulses. It induces computational faults without any physical contact with the device. The injected faults are proved to be constant (i.e. data independent) under certain experimental conditions. This behaviour, combined with the ability to choose the faulted bytes thanks to timing accuracy in the fault injection process, makes it possible to implement most of the state-of-the-art fault attack schemes.

1 Introduction

Since the electronic devices that implement cryptography (such as “smart cards”) are key components to secure communications, they are subjected to ‘attacks’. Among them, fault attacks are considered as very powerful. They consist first in modifying the behavior of the chip with dedicated experimental setups and then recovering the secret information by using cryptanalysis techniques such as Differential Fault Analysis \cite{5,15,10,18} (or DFA), safe-error \cite{24}, fault sensibility analysis \cite{12}, collision \cite{6}, round reduction \cite{8}, etc.

Various experimental setups are commonly used to modify the behavior of the chip. Under-powering a device or over-clocking it \cite{20,4} leads to setup time violations resulting in the injection of errors. Transient deviations under nominal values of the power supply or of the clock period (a.k.a. power or clock glitches) \cite{11,2,12}, also offer similar fault injection abilities, besides providing higher timing accuracy. Even a rise in the temperature of operation may be used to inject faults \cite{11}. Another important means of fault injection is the use of optical radiations: intense white light (e.g. from a flash bulb) or a laser beam \cite{21}. The latter is widely used while assessing the security of cryptographic systems against fault attacks \cite{23} for certification purposes. It may offer the ability
to inject fault affecting a byte or even a single bit of sensitive data [1]. At last, a several scientific articles in the field of hardware security refer to the use of electromagnetic (EM) field in order to induce faults into cryptographic systems.

In this article, an experimental setup, dedicated to such EM fault injection is described. The effect of such injection on a not protected implementation of a cryptographic algorithm is proposed. The results obtained lead to a fault model which appears to be different from those classically used in the literature or from those obtained with other injection methods.

This article is organized as follows. A short review of the state-of-the-art EM active attacks is given in section 2. We describe our experimental setup and provide a short review of the effect of the magnetic pulses in section 4. Whereas the section 5 reports the results of the implementation of the method described in [15] and the section 6 reports the nature of the injected faults. As a conclusion, section 7 summarizes our findings and draws some prospects.

2 EM Active Attacks : State-of-the-Art

As already mentioned in the introduction, the EM medium may be used to conduct active attacks. Two kinds of near-field EM perturbations are usually considered: transient pulses and harmonic emissions.

Regarding transient pulses, two articles report actual results of successful fault injection. J.-J. Quisquater and D. Samyde [17] in 2002 described the use of an active probe to apply an intense and transient magnetic field on a microprocessor. This results in faulting RAM and EPROM memory cells. Moreover, faults on the device’s bus were also obtained. More recently, in 2007, J.-M. Schmidt and M. Hutter reported the use of a spark generator to fault a CRT-based RSA algorithm running on an 8-bit micro-controller [19]. The injected fault leads to a successful attack as it permits them to factorize the RSA modulus.

Concerning harmonic emissions, Alaeldine et al. studied the electromagnetic compatibility (or EMC) of integrated circuits (or IC) to near-field injection with frequencies up to 1 GHz [3]. They investigated the effects of both electric and magnetic fields along the x-, y-, and z-axes. The immunity criterion they used was a deviation of the amplitude or a jitter of the output signals over 20% and 10% respectively. Their test circuits were found sensitive to both magnetic and, to a greater extent, electric fields. Recently, Poucheret et al. [16] considered the effect of an 1 GHz electric field applied to an IC with an embedded ring oscillator (or RO). The main component of that electric field was the transverse one (i.e. parallel to the surface of the chip). The perturbation impacted the output frequency of the RO. Monitoring the effect of that perturbation enabled them to draw a cartography of the sensitive areas of the chip. A cross examination between the layout of the device and the cartography demonstrates that the coupling between the injection probe and the circuit lies mainly in the power-ground network (PGN). Besides, this kind of direct power injection through the PGN permits them to increase the output frequency by up to 50%. This result
reinforces the threats against the security of secure devices using RO-based true random pattern generator as a source of entropy [13].

In a complementary way with this previous works, we plan

1. to focus the fault injection on a small part of the targeted device,
2. to focus a very precise instant,
3. to set the energy of the fault injection.

The first and the third features are necessary, for example, to override countermeasures that detect glitches on the power supply or to avoid disturbing the circuit in its entirety (and thus to reduce the risk of crash or system denial). All the three features are also important to impact only a particular internal computation of the cryptographic algorithm and thus to be able to apply a as wide as possible number of cryptanalysis techniques.

Those features lead us to mount an electromagnetic injection bench able to generate localized short transient pulses with tunable energy.

3 Experimental setup

In this section, the electromagnetic injection bench and the circuit under attack are described.

3.1 Magnetic pulse injection bench

The fault injection bench is built of: a control PC, the targeted device (i.e. the victim), a motorized stage, a smart card reader, a pulse generator, and a magnetic probe (see Figure 1). The target (described in section 3.2) is fixed on the x-y-z motorized stage. Every element of the bench is controlled by the control PC, and the communication with the target is established through the smart card reader.

The pulse generator is used to deliver voltage pulses (with low jitter) to the magnetic coil. It has a constant rise and fall transition time of 5ns. The amplitude range (respectively the width) of the pulses extends from 1V to 100V (respectively from 10ns to 100ns). We use a magnetic probe (composed of 10 turns with a diameter of 1mm Figure 2) in order to disturb only a small part of the targeted device. This spatial accuracy is possible thanks to the directive magnetic flux in the near field domain. This magnetic probe incorporates a ferromagnetic core, which acts as a flux concentrator. The resulting magnetic flux is then enhanced (according to the value of the material’s permeability μ_r) by comparison with an air coil [22]. However, this enhancement is obtained at the expense of sensor linearity. In our case, this parameter is not impeding.
3.2 Target

We use a smart card emulation board built in the laboratory. It is composed of an 8-bit 0.35µm AVR micro-controller with integrated 128Kb flash program memory, 4KB EEPROM and 4KB SRAM. This none secure micro-controller has an operating voltage in the range 4.5 − 5.5V and runs at 3.59 MHz frequency. A smart-card-like OS (called SOSSE [7]) is used for communication purposes. A software implementation of the AES encryption algorithm [14] using a key size of 128 bits (hereafter the AES-128) is embedded.

The AES-128 ciphers a 128-bit long data (called plaintext or input) by using a 128-bit long key to obtain a 128-bit long data (called ciphertext or output). The ciphering consists first in transforming the input data into a two-dimensional array of bytes, called the “State”, as illustrated in Figure 3. This array, denoted by the symbol $s$, is composed of four rows and four lines. Each individual byte $s_{r,c}$ has two indices, with its row number $r$ in the range $0 \leq r < 4$ and its column number $c$ in the range $0 \leq c < 4$.

Next, after a preliminary XOR between the input and the key, the AES-128 executes 10 times a function (called round) which operates on the “State”. The operations used during these rounds (which are identical except the last one) are the following:
Fig. 2. Magnetic injection probe over an open device (left) and an untampered device (right).

\[
\begin{array}{cccccc}
\text{in}_0 & \text{in}_4 & \text{in}_8 & \text{in}_12 & \text{out}_0 & \text{out}_4 & \text{out}_8 & \text{out}_12 \\
\text{in}_1 & \text{in}_5 & \text{in}_9 & \text{in}_13 & \text{out}_1 & \text{out}_5 & \text{out}_9 & \text{out}_13 \\
\text{in}_2 & \text{in}_6 & \text{in}_10 & \text{in}_{14} & \text{out}_2 & \text{out}_6 & \text{out}_{10} & \text{out}_{14} \\
\text{in}_3 & \text{in}_7 & \text{in}_{11} & \text{in}_{15} & \text{out}_3 & \text{out}_7 & \text{out}_{11} & \text{out}_{15} \\
\end{array}
\]

Fig. 3. AES Notations

- **SubBytes** is a non-linear transformation working independently on individual bytes of the State. The state resulting of this operation at round \(i\) is noted \(\text{round}[i].s\_box\)
- **ShiftRows** is a rotation operation on each row of the State. The result of this operation at round \(i\) is noted \(\text{round}[i].s\_row\)
- **MixColumns** is a linear matrix multiplication working on each column of the State. The result of this operation at round \(i\) is noted \(\text{round}[i].m\_col\)
- **AddRoundKey** is a byte-wise XOR between the State and a value computed from the key (according to a transformation called **Key Expansion**). The result of this operation is the start of the next round noted \(\text{Round}[i+1].\text{start}\).

At the end of the ciphering operations, the “State” is copied to the output as depicted in Figure 3.

## 4 Preliminary experiments

In this section, two experiments are conducted on the target described in 3.2. During both of these experiments, the probe was located at a fixed position above the surface of the circuit (500 \(\mu m\)). This corresponds to an area containing the Arithmetic and Logic Unit (ALU) and the SRAM.

### 4.1 Experiment 1

First, we investigated the relationship between the parameters of the voltage pulses delivered by the pulse generator (amplitude and width) and their effect
Fig. 4. Amplitude of the measured perturbation versus the amplitude of the voltage transient issued from the pulse generator (given for pulse width ranging from 10ns to 100ns).

on the target. Note that both the rise and fall times of the pulses were equal to 5ns. We measured the induced transient voltage between the power supply and ground pins of the unpowered chip. The pulse duration and amplitude were set to values ranging from 10ns to 100ns and from 1V to 100V respectively. By doing so, we intended to identify the maximum coupling between the injection probe and the victim without recording the noise caused by the internal operations of the chip. Figure 4 reports the maximal amplitude of the induced voltage as a function the pulse voltage amplitude.

The maximum voltage of the perturbation increases linearly with the pulse amplitude. At 100V, a perturbation between 170mV and 205mV is obtained, depending on the pulse width. The maximum coupling is obtained for the smallest durations. The explanation lies in the closeness of the rise and fall edges of the pulses (the coil acts as a differentiator). Figure 5 presents the shape of the induced perturbation resulting from a pulse with a 20ns width and a 50V amplitude.

These voltage variations may seem quite small to be able to induce faults into the device computations. However, because these measures were done outside the chip package, a large part of the perturbation is filtered out.

4.2 Experiment 2

Second, we targeted the execution of the last round of the AES (i.e. the 10th round for the AES-128). We intended to identify the type of faults induced by the EM pulses. Figure 6 shows the power consumption of the target during the
Fig. 5. Perturbation induced by a magnetic pulse on the targeted IC.

magnetic fault injection. A pulse of 20ns width and 50V amplitude was injected. A spike of about 150 mV was obtained.

In this experiment, the trigger signal is activated at the beginning of the 10th round for ease of synchronization. We swept the instant of the EM pulse injection from this beginning to the end of the 10th round (90µs) by steps of 10ns. For each of these steps, a ciphering was executed with and without fault

Fig. 6. Power consumption trace during magnetic fault injection.
injection. The results of these two computations were compared and the faulted byte determined. Figure 7 indicates the timing of the EM perturbations resulting in faulting every bytes of the AES state. As reported, we were able (a) to create a fault on only one byte of the computation (thanks to the 8-bit architecture) and (b) to select the faulty byte by choosing the right instant of injection.

![AES encryption: Round 10 (90μs)](image)

**Fig. 7.** Timing map of the obtained erroneous bytes.

Then, we tested the correctness of this ability to inject byte-wise faults at every byte location of the AES state during the 9th round (see section 5).

5 Attack

In this section, we describe the attack path that we have chosen and the experiments that have been done in order to validate this attack path on the target described in 3.2.

5.1 Chosen DFA scheme

The experiments described in section 4.2 show that our injection method is:

- able to create a fault on only one byte of the computation,
- able to select the faulty byte by choosing the right instant of injection.

These two properties seems perfectly adequate to mount the first attack described in [15] (further called the P&Q method). According to this scheme, the attacker has to fault one byte of the AES state between the start of the 9th round and the MixColumns transformation. Due to the diffusion properties of the AES, a ciphertext that contain 4 erroneous bytes is then outputted. These 4 errors leak information on 4 bytes of the 10th round key. Depending on the location of the faulted byte inside the AES state of the 9th round, 4 different error patterns are encountered:

- Error pattern “0” (hereafter denoted $p_0$) is obtained for a byte wise fault injected among bytes $s_{0,0}$, $s_{1,0}$, $s_{2,0}$, or $s_{3,0}$ either on state “round[9].start” or on state “round[9].m_col” resulting in faulting bytes $s_{0,0}$, $s_{3,1}$, $s_{2,2}$, $s_{1,3}$ of the ciphertext (i.e. the error pattern),
– similarly error patterns $p_1$, $p_2$, $p_3$ are depicted on figure 8.

Every pattern also indicates the location of the information leakage among the bytes of the 10th round key. For every pattern, by applying the P&Q method on two pairs of correct/faulty ciphertexts, 4 bytes of the 10th round key are retrieved with a success rate of 97%. As a consequence, to discover the whole key the attack had to be completed for the 4 patterns. It was achieved successfully by changing the fault injection time (and consequently the location of the faulted bytes in the AES state). Note that a more efficient implementation of this attack consist in inducing the fault before the MixColumns transformation of the 8th round.

Fig. 8. Fault propagation depending on the location of the fault on the state “round[9].start”.

Besides, a given error pattern may be produced for a byte wise fault induced either in the states “start”, or “s_box”, and “s_row” of the 9th round.

5.2 DFA scheme in practice

As described above, the P&Q method requires a 1-byte fault to be injected before the ”MixColumns” transformation of the AES-128 9th round. Note that a trigger signal is activated during the 9th round for ease of synchronization. An error pattern among the 4 defined in 5.1 is selected. Let’s consider, for example, the pattern $p_0$. The instant of the EM pulse injection is swept from the beginning
of the 9th round over a range of 200µs by steps of 10ns. For each of these steps, a ciphering is executed with and without fault injection. The results of these two encryptions are compared and the error pattern is determined. If the retrieved pattern is not $p_0$, the injection time is incremented to the next time step. Whereas, if it corresponds to pattern $p_0$, the time step is recorded: noted $F[p_0].first$. The P&Q method is also applied to recover the corresponding bytes of the 10th round key. The same experiment is performed for the three other error patterns. The gathered data make it possible to recover the full 10th round key. The algorithm which describes more precisely the attack is reported in Annex (Algorithm 1).

Algorithm 1 DFA scheme in practice

Require: Input $K$ : Fixed unknown key
Require: Input $S$ : Time steps (vector of size $M = 9 \times 10^3$)
Require: Input $P$ : Types of errors (vector of size 4 and $P = [p_0, p_1, p_2, p_3]$)
Ensure: Output: $K_r$ retrieved value of the key $K$
Ensure: Output $F$ : Statistics related with the 4 types of errors
Ensure: With $F[p_i].first$, the first time step when an error of type $p_i$ is detected (scalar)

for All type $p_i \in P$ of error do
    Set $s = 0$
    Set Stop=FALSE
    while While Stop==FALSE do
        Select a text $t$ at random
        Compute the associated ciphertext $c = AES(t, K)$ without fault injection
        Inject a pulse at step $S[s]$ during the ciphering of $t$ with $K$. Let $c'$ being the result of this computation.
        if If $c \oplus c'$ is an error of type $p_i$ then
            Set Stop=TRUE
            Set $F[p_i].first = S[s]$
            Perform the attack described in [15] to retrieve 4 bytes of the key $K_r$ by injecting fault at time step $S[s]$ during the ciphering of approximately 2 plain texts chosen randomly
        end if
        Increment $s$
    end while
end for

6 Towards a fault model

In this section, we describe a method to compute some statistics about the faults induced by the EM pulses. Then a fault model is proposed.
6.1 Characterization method

We intended to study the effect of the handle data on the value of the injected fault. The experiment described in this section was conducted for 4 different injection times corresponding to the 4 error patterns. For the sake of clarity, we will consider in the following the error pattern $p_0$. The magnetic pulse was induced at the corresponding time step $F[p_0].first$ for 1000 encryptions made with random plaintexts (however the key was kept constant). Then statistics were built. We determined the percentage of erroneous ciphertexts obtained during these encryptions. Moreover, since we knew the key we were able to run backward the AES encryption steps from the erroneous ciphertext to retrieve the byte value of the injected faults. However, from that analysis a doubt remains on the exact step of the fault injection among the transformations of the AES. We have not investigated further. The fault value we consider is calculated at the step “start”. The algorithm which describes more precisely the characterization method is reported in Annex (Algorithm 2).

6.2 Results

The results obtained by the experiments described in the algorithm 2 are summarized in the Table 9. The results show that the proposed EM injection:

- enables to create a fault on only one byte of the state during round 9,
- enables to fault the 16 bytes of the state during round 9 independently (by selecting an adequate injection time step),
- induces a fault that is independent of the value of the faulted byte.

Fig. 9. Results of the fault characterization step

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error pattern $(p_i)$</th>
<th>First time when an error of type $p_i$ occurs $(F[p_i].first)$</th>
<th>Occurrence $(F[p_i].occurrence)$</th>
<th>Most frequent fault values $(\text{occurrence %}, \text{location})$</th>
<th>$(p_i).faults$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$p_0$</td>
<td>11, 7µs</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>CAH $(100%, s_{1,1})$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_1$</td>
<td>9, 81µs</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>EFH $(100%, s_{0,1})$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_2$</td>
<td>27, 5µs</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>$22_H$ $(100%, s_{1,3})$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_3$</td>
<td>25, 5µs</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>$22_H$ $(100%, s_{0,3})$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.3 Fault model

From the results reported above, it appears that a magnetic pulse injected during the 9th round is able to force a byte of the AES state to a constant value (i.e. independent from the plaintext). However, this value differs from one byte to the
Algorithm 2 Characterization method

Require: Input $K$ : Fixed known key
Require: Input $S$ : Time steps (vector of size $M = 20 \times 10^3$)
Require: Input $P$ : Pattern of errors (vector of size 4 and $P = [p_0, p_1, p_2, p_3]$)
Require: Input $N$ : Number of tests (scalar)
Ensure: Output $F$ : Statistics related with the 4 pattern of errors
Ensure: With $F[p_i]_{\text{first}}$, the number of errors of type $p_i$ which occur at time step $F[p_i]_{\text{first}}$ (scalar)
Ensure: With $F[p_i]_{\text{occurrence}}$, the faults generated at time step $F[p_i]_{\text{first}}$ (vector)
Ensure: With $F[p_i]_{\text{faults}}$, the faults which occur at time step $F[p_i]_{\text{first}}$ (vector)

for All pattern $p_i \in P$ of error do
    Set $F[p_i]_{\text{occurrence}} = 0$
    for $m = 1$ to $N$ do
        Select a text $t$ at random
        Compute the associated ciphertext $c = \text{AES}(t, K)$ without fault injection
        Inject a pulse at step $F[p_i]_{\text{first}}$ during the ciphering of $t$ with $K$. Let $c'$ be the result of this computation.
        if $c \oplus c'$ is an error of type $p_i$ then
            Increment $F[p_i]_{\text{occurrence}}$
        end if
        Compute offline all the intermediate variables of $\text{AES}^{-1}(c, K)$. Let $\text{Round}[2].\text{isbox}(c, k)$ be the value of the state “isbox” during the second round of the deciphering process (equivalent of the $\text{Round}[9].\text{start}(t, k)$ in the ciphering process)
        Compute offline all the intermediate variables of $\text{AES}^{-1}(c', K)$. Let $\text{Round}[2].\text{isbox}(c', k)$ the value of the state “isbox” during the second round of the deciphering process.
        Store the “reconstructed” value of the fault in $F[p_i]_{\text{faults}}[m] = \text{Round}[2].\text{isbox}(c, k) \oplus \text{Round}[2].\text{isbox}(c', k)$
    end for
end for

other. The value depends also on the injection time, as the way to fault different bytes is to sweep the instant of injection. In other words, the function which associates the value $x$ of a byte and the faulted value when the EM injection is performed at time $t_i$ is the function $f_{t_i}: x \rightarrow D$ with $D \in \{00, \ldots, FF\}$ for all $x \in \{00, \ldots, FF\}$. Such a type of fault could be considered as a combination of set and reset faults which modify all the bits of the byte. Note that the value of $D$ may be known by the attacker if, like in the side-channel attack called “template”, he is able to performed previous measurements on the same circuit than the target but with the access on the value of the key.

6.4 Other possible attack schemes

In the previous Sections, we have shown that our EM fault attack setup allow us to inject a fault on one byte, with a high accuracy, and we have experimentally
verified that, assuming a precise temporal trigger, the probability of the fault repeatability is close to 100%.

**Template EM attack** Let’s consider that the attacker is able to perform measurements on a circuit and on a software implementation of the AES which are strictly identical to the target but with a known key. During a first step (called characterization step), the attacker scans the round 10 in the time domain to detect the instant of the EM injection which modifies a byte of the output (exactly as it has been done in 4.2). Because the value of the key is known, he is able to compute a fault on the state “round[10].s_row” which could have produced such an output. By doing the same for the all the bytes, he’s able to associate each byte $j$ of the output with the value of the fault (equivalent to a fault created on the state “round[10].s_row” and noted $D_j$) and with an instant of injection (noted $t_j$).

During the attack step, the attacker performs the fault injection at one of those different instants $t_j$. He verifies that the byte $j$ is impacted at the output. If it is the case, the value of this faulted byte $out_j$ is stored. The byte $j$ of the round key 10 is computed by using the formula $D_j \oplus out_j$. He performs the same for the others bytes.

**Combined Attack to defeat protected implementation** A recent work of Roche et al. [18] propose a combined fault and side-channel attack, allowing to defeat protected implementations of AES. More precisely, the attack is able to defeat a masked and fault protected implementation, by injecting a fault during the penultimate key schedule, and by measuring the leakage of the faulty ciphertext. Nevertheless, they need to be able to inject a fault with a good repeatability, in other ways it means that the effect of the fault on the faulted byte can be rewritten as a XOR with a constant value. Considering this requirement, our experimental results seem showing that the good repeatability of the fault we observe could allow us to practically perform this attack.

**Meet-in-the-Middle and impossible DFA on AES** Other fault attack schemes seem to be practically applied in the same way. For instance, the recently published work of Derbez et al. [9] propose several new Differential Fault Attacks on AES, allowing to retrieve the key by injecting random faults on one byte between the 6th and 7th MixColumns (in the case of AES128). Our practical results show that the fault model we get could allow us to perform these attacks. Considering the constant fault model, the attack proposed needs only 5 faults and its complexity in memory is reduced to $2^{24}$ while other fault models require either 1000 or 45 faults depending on the fault model and recover the secret key with a time and memory complexity around $2^{40}$. 
7 Conclusion

In this article, a fault injection technique based on the generation of an electromagnetic field close to a circuit, has been presented. This technique enables to fault every byte of the AES state on a non protected software implementation of an AES, running on an 8-bit micro-controller. We have shown that this feature enables to mount a classical DFA scheme on our target but also should be suitable to implement any DFA method that requires the injection of the byte-wise fault. Moreover, a careful review of the nature of the faults created on micro-controller showed that they were constant (i.e. data independent) for each erroneous byte considered individually. Yet, these results were found to be reproducible with a success rate close to a hundred percent. Thus, it may be used to implement fault attacks that are based on a constant fault model. At last, in comparison with other optical fault injection means, the proposed EM injection experiments were carried out both on decapsulated (i.e. frontside opening of the package) and on untampered ICs without any noticeable differences in their responses to the perturbations. We now plan to create fault with the EM injection technique described in this paper on an hardware implementation of cryptographic algorithms and to apply this technique against protected implementations.
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